
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 بارم جای مهر ردیف

 1- Vocabulary: 
Fill in the blanks with the words given. There is one extra word. 
 
 

1- People who exercise regularly have …………………… bodies and minds. 

2- Air  …………………… is one of the most important problems in the big cities. 

3- Stand  …………………… when you are speaking in a group of people. 

4- Greenhouse gases  …………………… heat in the air and make the Earth warmer. 

5- You can use communication power tools to make your  …………………… interesting. 

6- The terrible  …………………… in Bam killed a lot of people and damaged the houses. 

7- Your body  …………………… the extra calories that come from food as fat. 

8- Don’t  …………………… the chair. You are making me nervous. 

2- Grammar: 

A: Choose the correct choice. 

9- I will call up the doctor, ………… you like it or not. 

a) as                               b) whether                                       c) when                                      4) since 

10- The exercise was  ……………. easy that all students could do it. 

a) so                               b) too                                               c) enough                                    4) such an 

11- The book ………………. about global warming became very popular. 

a) that was writing             b) was written                        c) written                                     4) writing 

12- Mary joined the national volleyball team ……………. She was 21. 

a) when                               b) as                                           c) since                                        4) whether 

13- You shouldn’t force him ……………. At home at weekends. 

a) stays                               b) stay                                       c) staying                                     4) to stay 

14- The manager didn’t let anyone ……………. In his office. 

a) smokes                             b) smoke                                c) to smoke                                 4) smoked 
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15 – The cars ……………. A lot of noise pollution must be stopped by the police. 

a) made                         b) are made                             c) making                                    4) which are made 

16- It was ……………. good film that we decided to watch it again. 

a) such                             b) such a                              c) too                                              4) so 

B: Put the words in the correct order. 

17- tall – is – basketball – to play – Ali – enough   ……………………………………………………………………………… 

18- too – the box – for me – was – to carry – heavy ………………………………………………………………………… 

 

3- Cloze Passage: 

Fill in the blanks with the words  from list below. There is one extra word. 

 

 

Aerobics is a word for needing oxygen, and aerobic exercise is any kind …………………. that permits your 

muscles to use …………………. . Aerobic exercise is …………………. , meaning it is an activity that you do over 

and over, to keep bringing …………………. Oxygen to all of your ………………….. . When you do aerobic 

exercise and bring in that oxygen, your …………………. Becomes stronger and even a bit bigger! The 

number of blood …………………. In your blood increases, so the blood can …………………. Even more 

oxygen. The blood in your body even moves more …………………. through the blood …………………. . All 

these things mean that your body works well to keep you healthy. 

 

4- Reading Comprehension 

Read the following passage and answer the questions as required. 

Man must have water for himself and for the animals that live near him. He naturally makes his home 

somewhere near a source of water.  Water is more important to man than gold or coal. He also needs 

food several times a day to keep himself strong and a place in which he can be safe from danger while 

he is sleeping. Therefore, he must have enough space both to grow his food and to build a house. The 

human body keeps a fixed temperature and a wonderful power to make itself suitable for different 

weather conditions. However, man doesn’t usually live at very high or very low temperatures. His need 

for a special range of temperature isn’t as important as his need for food or water, but it still makes him 

dependent on nature. 

1- According to the passage, the most important need for human is …………………. . 

a) water                          b) food                              c) temperature                                            4) coal 

2- Man must have enough space to ………….. . 

a) find water for himself                       

b) grow food and build a house           
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repetitive – fresh – oxygen – muscles- easily-  lifts – cells – vessels – carry – heart - activity 
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 c) keep himself strong                              

 d) make himself suitable for different weather conditions. 

The passage says that man ……………… 

3- naturally tries to live near a source of water                      a) True                   b)False 

4- needs a place to be safe from danger                                  a) True                   b)False 

5- can live at very high temperature                                         a) True                   b)False 

6- likes gold and coal more than water                                     a) True                   b)False 

7- depends on the nature for living                                            a) True                   b)False 

8- can change the temperature of his body                               a) True                   b)False 

 

 

 

 

 *** و به امید خدایی که در این نزدیکی است***
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 1)healthy 
2)pollution 
3)firmliy 
4)trap 
5)presentation 
6)earthquake 
7)stores 
8)shake 
9)b 
10)a 
11)c 
12)a 
13)a 
14)b 
15)c 
16)b 
17)Ali is tall enogh to play basketball 
18)the box was too heay me to cary 
19)activity 
20)oxygen 
21)repetitive 
22)fresh 
23)Muscles 
24)heart 
25)cells 
26)carry 
27)easily 
28)vessels 
30)a 
31)b 
32)true 
33)true 
34)false 
35)fals 
36)true 
37)false 
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